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C H A P T E R - I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Brief history 
In nature, though elasticity is a fundamental property of 
all substances and has been unintentionally used since 
prehistoric times, but its systematic analysis and study of 
various aspects were laid at the beginning of -nineteenth 
century by various workers like Navier, Cauchy, Poisson, 
Clapeyron among others. Though mathematicians and physicists 
have attempted to determine the state of stress in an elastic 
body under the action of given forces, it was soon realized 
that the problem was one of great difficulty, more so than is 
encountered, say, in the solution of boundary value problems 
in the mathematical theory of electricity or hydrodynamics, 
where the existence of a potential function greatly simplifies 
the analysis. In these subjects the differential equations of 
equilibrium and the boundary conditions can be expressed simply 
in terms of a potential function in the regions of space of 
interest. No such general propositions exist in the 
mathematical theory of elasticity. Thus the solutions of all 
except a few of the three-dimensional problems of elasticity 
have proved to be unattainable, at least in simple form. 
Problems of this type may, however, be simplified by reducing 
them to problems in two-dimensions. The two-dimensional 
problems are no less important than the general ones, as they 
cover a large variety of cases. Much investigations have been 
made during the last century. In 1852 G.Lame gave the general 
formulation of the problems of the theory of elasticity in 
displacements, while Beltrami formulated the same in stresses. 
The problem of the theory of elasticity was formulated 
with the help of potential function by G.B. Airy [1],[2]. 
Since from practical and technical standpoint, the case of 
plane stress or plane strain brings much simplifications of 
calculations as compared to the general problems, Airy's 
initial results became very helpful and were followed by 
numerous workers in a great variety of problems. A detailed 
bibliography may be found in [24],[57],[78],[82],[86] and [87]. 
1.2. Plane problems 
A problem to determine certain physical quantity is said 
to be two-dimensional, if its distribution is same in all 
planes parallel to a certain plane and does not depend upon 
the variable in the direction of their normal. The two-
dimensional problems of elasticity are classified into the 
following three groups : 
(a) Plane state of strain 
In the case of plane strain we have 
e = e = e = 0, (1.2.1) 
zz zx yz 
where e , e , e are components of strain tensor. The 
zz zx yz 
other remaining components e , e and e are different from 
XX yy xy 
zero and independent of the z-coordinate. This case 
corresponds to a long cylindrical body, supposed to be 
infinite and acted upon on its lateral surface by a uniformly 
distributed load along the generatrix, without tangential 
component in the direction of the generatrix. Cases of heavy 
dams, supporting walls, tubes, tunnels, factory chimneys, 
vaults, long plates, rolls for bridge supports etc. come 
under this category. 
(b) Plane state of stress 
In the case of plane stress, the stress components 
t T , r all vanish, the remaining components being 
xz, yz zz 
different from zero and independent of the z-coordinate. Thus 
r = r = r =0. (1.2.2) 
zz yz zx 
The case of plane state of stress corresponds to a plane 
plate of constant thickness whose parallel faces are free 
from loads and the boundary is acted upon by forces parallel 
to the middle plane and uniformly distributed along the 
thickness of the plate. It covers the cases of deep beams 
without parallel boundaries,frame corners, junction plates for 
metallic structures, many machine parts, stiffening diaphragms 
for mean and tall buildings in seismic areas etc. 
(c) Generalized plane stress 
This is the plane' state of stress in a thin plate of 
thickness 2h in which T =0 throughout the plate, but 
zz 
r = T = 0 only on the plane surface of the plate. Thus 
xz yz 
T =0, for all z, (1.2.3) 
zz 
7 = r = O a t z = ± h . 
xz yz 
If the stresses and strains may also depend on z-coordinate, 
then we have a state of stress varying parabolically upon the 
plate thickness in the case of plane state of stress and 
linearly along the generatrix in the case of plane state of 
strain. However, the case of plane state of stress may be 
obtained for a plane plate whose thickness tends to zero 
[49]. 
Equations of equilibrium 
All the above categories of the two-dimensional problems 
lead to the same mathematical formulation. The equilibrium 
equations in terms of stresses are given as follows : 
XX xy 
+ -5-^ + X, = 0 , (1.2.4a) x^ dj 1
xy + - ^ + X^ = 0, (1.2.4b) dx dj 2 
where X, , X^ are the components of the body forces, T , T 
1 2 XX yy 
the normal stresses and T the shearing stress. The relation 
xy 
between the components of the strain and the displacements u,v 
are given by : 
e = -s— , (1.2.5a) 
XX UX 
e = T- • (1.2.5b) 
yy oj 
e =-r- + 15-« (1.2.5c) 
xy aj ax 
The stress-strain relations 
e^^ = ^  (T - WT ), (1.2.6a) 
XX t XX yy 
e = r; (T - 1>T ), (1.2.6b) 
yy E ' yy xx'* 
e =rr- r , (1.2.6c) 
xy 2^ xy * 
are valid for plane stress, where E is Young's modulus, V the 
Poisson's ratio : and fJ, the modulus of rigidity, and 
E = 2fi(l+i>). (1.2.7) 
For the case of plane state of strain the same formulations 
are valid if the elastic constants E and V are replaced by E 
and i> where 
o 
o 
E l> E s ^ ; V = (1.2.8) 
Airy [1]. [2] showed that in absence of body forces, 
equations of equilibrium (1.2.4) are satisfied if we take 
^2 
<Jy 
^2 
T = — 4 , (1.2.9b) 
^2 
T = - . ^ , (1.2.9c) 
xy axoy 
where V = :^(x,y) is an arbitrary function.But J.C.Maxwell [43], 
[44] showed that the strain continuity equation 
7^(T + T ) = 0, (2.1.10) 
XX yy 
2 
where v is plane Laplace's operator given by 
^ ' ~~2 * ~2 ' (1.2.11) 
dx. dy 
must also be satisfied. Hence the function ;^(x,y), known as 
Airy's function, must be biharmonic 
*^;t (x.y) = 0. (1.2.12) 
The Airy's stress function has been interpreted in several 
ways and has a great significance. The tangential derivative 
•^ is the shear force T (with the sign changed) and the 
us 
normal derivative -^ is the axial force N m an imaginary beam. 
<?n 
1.3. Axially symmetric problems 
There are many problems in stress analysis which are of 
practical importance and are concerned with solid of 
revolution deformed symmetrically with respect to the axis of 
revolution. In such cases the stress components are 
independent of the angle c* of the cylindrical coordinate 
system (r,a,z),and all derivatives with respect to 6 are zero. 
The components of shearing stress T ,^ and r„ also vanish due 
re &z 
to symmetry. The equations of equilibrium are : 
rr rz rr ao „ / ^  « . » 
+ —X— + = 0 , (1.3.1a) 
dr 
dr dr r 
rz zz rz ^ /^  « .^  » 
— T — + — 3 — + = 0 . (1.3.1b) 
<?r oz r 
The strain components for axially symmetrical deformation in 
terms of displacement components are given as : 
<?u u ^w /1 o o \ 
® = T " ' ® ; 3 = - « ® = T- * (1.3.2a) 
r or a T z az 
e = 1^ + |!f . (1.3.2b) 
rz az <7r 
The problem of indentation of a semi-infinite medium by an 
axially symmetrical punch or that of an infinite medium having 
flat cracks in the form of circular disks known as penny-
shaped cracks are discussed in this category. 
1.4. Methods of solution 
As a plane problem plays an important role from the 
mechanical standpoint, so a great variety of methods is used 
to solve various problems. Some of the popular and widely used 
methods are discussed here, as they appear more elegant and 
easy from practical and calculation point of view, 
(a) Complex variable method 
The method of complex variable was developed during the 
middle of the nineteenth century and became very popular. 
Instead of real potential used by G.B. Airy, the major 
development in the field of two-dimensional elasticity has 
been Muskhelishvili's [51] work on the complex form of the 
plane equations of elasticity. Proceeding from the represent-
ation given by A.E.H Love [38] for the components of the 
displacement vector, G.V.Kolosov [31],[32] gave a representat-
ion of the complex displacement { in the absence of body 
forces) of the form : 
^{u+iv)=Kf{z)-z4f' {z)-*/'(z), (1.4.1) 
where <p(,z) and ^(z) are holomorphic functions of z {z=x+iy), 
the prime sign indicates the derivative and the bar on a 
quantity represents its complex conjugate and K is defined by 
8 
relation (2.1.4). Similarly the stresses were given by 
r + r = 4 [<ji' (z) + <ji' (2) ], (1.4.2a) 
XX yy 
T - T + 2iT = 4['z0' (z)+V/' (z)]. (1.4.2b) yy XX xy 
After imposing the boundary conditions the three fundamental 
problems of elasticity are reduced to those of complex 
variable functions. Love [38] and Muskhelishvili [52]-[55] 
etc. made remarkable contribution in this filed. Apart from 
Muskhelishvili's treatise [51], these investigations are 
presented in various books on elasticity [25],[78],[82]. Later 
on, A.C. Stevenson [80] [81] refound independently the method 
of Kolosov and Muskhelishvili.Milne-Thomson gave an exhaustive 
details of the two-dimensional problems, and solved many of 
them in his monograph [48]. The basic tools of the complex 
variable technique is the conformal mapping of the domain 
under consideration. Generally the domain in the problem 
together with load conditions etc. is transformed into a 
simpler region under conveniently changed conditions which make 
the problem much simplified. The solution in the transformed 
state is obtained, which after the inverse conformal mapping 
becomes the solution to the given problem. For performing this 
transformation, power series or Fourier series under complex 
form as well as the representation on the interior (finite 
domain) or exterior (infinite domain) of a circle or the 
representation on a circular annulus (for doubly connected 
regions) are used. The mapping functions were used, for the 
first time, in the form of polynomials by E.Almansi [10],[11]. 
L. Martini [42] and Milne-Thomson [48] have discussed the 
domains acted upon by concentrated forces, 
(b) Indirect and direct methods 
As is seen earlier,the basic problem is the determination 
of the stress function. The indirect method is to assume a 
certain state of stress within the body which f u Ifills the 
boundary conditions and then to verify that all equations of 
elasticity are satisfied. If they are not satisfied then some 
other stress function has to be chosen and the computation 
repeated. Contrary to this, the direct method consists in 
selecting a potential function which should include certain 
arbitrary parameters. These parameters must be determined with 
the aid of the boundary conditions, and if these parameters 
can be determined, fulfilling all the boundary conditions, the 
problem is solved. Another aspect of the direct method 
consists in approaching a problem through a general method 
like finite difference method, complex variable method etc. 
which may lead to systematic calculation. Sen [64], [65] 
independently developed a direct method which is quite 
10 
different from that of Muskhelishvili and others. He employed 
the method to solve several problems in a very simple and 
direct way. His method involves the selection of a suitable 
form of the complex potential containing certain unknown cons-
tants. These constants are ultimately found out by satisfying 
the boundary conditions. Later on various workers followed his 
method to solve a variety of plane problems [5], [58], 
(c) Integral transform technique 
The method of integral transform is also very convenient 
for solving problems of elasticity. This method has been found 
to be very helpful, especially in the case of punch and crack 
problems. Integral transforms like Fourier transform, Fourier 
sine and consine transforms, Mellin transform, Hankel 
transform etc. are employed to solve various problems. The 
major contributi on "to wards the development of the subject in 
this direction is due to Sneddon [72] , [73] and its 
co-workers [39]-[41],[4],[6],[76],[83] and [85].Especially the 
crack problems in elasticity have been very conveniently solved 
by the integral transform method. I.N. Sneddon and 
M.Lowengrub [77] have written a monograph on crack problems in 
the classical theory of elasticity. Punch and crack problems 
for transversely isotropic bodies have been solved by 
Elliot [21] using Hankel's transform. Recently M.Kurashige 
11 
[34],[35] discussed a two-dimensional crack problem for an 
initially stressed body and circular crack problems for 
initially stressed neo-Hookean solid. Following his theory Ali 
[4] discussed the problem of a crack of prescribed shape in 
an initially stressed body in the framework of large 
deformation. These problems were solved with the help of 
Fourier transform and Hankel transform techniques, 
(d) Reduction to integral equations 
Using the method of Cauchy-type integrals, the plane 
problems can be reduced to integral equations which can be put 
in the form of Fredholm-type integral equations. This method 
is useful for simply connected regions which is conformally 
transformed on a circle. Mikhlin [45],[46] modified this 
method for multi-connected regions using complex Green 
functions with a logarithmic singularity. N.I. Muskhelishvili 
[52],[53] suggested integral equations for more general type 
of boundaries, in which the integrals were considered as 
Stieltjes integrals. D.I. Sherman [66], [67] reduced the 
problem to integral equations with Cmplex function whereas 
similar reduction with real function was given by 
G. Lauricella [36],[37]. Sneddon [74] has solved several 
potential problems after reducing them into integral 
equations. Rigid punch problems on an elastic half-plane come 
12 
under this category and they can be reduced to the integration 
of integral or integro-differential equations, One may consult 
monograph by Galin [23] and Shtearman [69]. Recently in 
1995 Mikhlin et.al. [47] have written a treatise on the 
integral equations of the theory of elasticity, which covers 
the classical method of potential theory for investigating 
• the problems in elasticity, 
(e) Finite difference method 
The finite difference method is another useful method for 
practical calculation, in which rectangular, triangular and 
hexagonal nets can be used. Usually parabolic arcs are 
employed for approximating the net curvilinear sides. For more 
accurate results, high degree parabolic arcs may be used. In 
the case of fourth-degree parabolic arcs, Dubas [19] has 
found a suitable method for solving the problem in two stages, 
using for each of these stages a second degree parabola. 
The problem reduces to that of solving a finite system of 
linear algebraic equations. One of the most modern aspects of 
its iteration methods used for solving the system of linear 
equations mentioned above is given by Southwell's [79] 
relaxation method. Later on Fox [22] applied this method to 
plane problems in elasticity. 
13 
(f) Numerical Methods 
As the problems in nature generally do not have closed 
type solution, the only choice left is that of numerical or 
approximate method. Recently the finite element method has 
become very popular in various fields of engineering 
mathematics. The name "finite element method" has been given 
by Clough [16], and the method developed very quickly in the 
second half of the nineteenth century and gradually become 
very popular. In cases where stresses vary very sharply at 
different points like aircraft wings, turbine blades etc., 
this is the most appropriate method. In this method, the 
solution domain is divided into sub-domains which may be of 
any shape. In each subdomain the interpolation function is 
selected and the element properties are found out. The element 
properties are then assembled to obtain the system of 
equations which are then solved. After the solution 
the results are post-processed. For various applications of 
finite element method in applied mathematics, one may refer to 
Huebner [28] and Reddy [59].Recently in 1993 N.Miyazaki et.al. 
[50] analysed the stress-intensity factor of interface crack 
using this method, 
(g) Other methods 
Besides the methods mentioned above, there are various 
14 
other methods which are greatly useful in solving the 
problems of elasticity. Calculus of variation has recently 
found its remarkable application to plane problems of 
elasticity. The most modern technique is the use of electronic 
computers, for performing various intermediate computations 
(e.g. solving of system of linear algebraic equations which 
intervene in the method of networks, in the method of setting 
the boundary conditions by points etc.) or for accomplishing a 
programme according to certain algorithm of calculation. 
Still another method is to determine the stresses 
experimentally on a model. Wieghardt [88] observed the analog 
between the biharmonic equation satisfied by Airy's function 
and the equation of plane thin plates, subjected to bending,in 
the absence of a load normal to the middle plane. The deformed 
middle surface of the thin plate, free of load, but subject to 
certain deformations on the boundary, will give the Airy's 
function ;f (x, y) . The normal stress will be proportional to the 
curvature of this surface and the tangential stress will be 
proportional to the geodesic torsion. 
Another experimental technique which began to be 
frequently used lately is that of brittle lacquers which, 
covering the faces of a deep beam, crack along the isostatic 
lines. For determining the state of strain, mechanical or 
15 
electronic transducers can be used [33], the stress tansor 
being subsequently determined. 
1.5. Survey of some recent work: 
Crack problems 
Recently much attention has been put to the problems of 
elastic medium having some cracks or undergoing indentation by 
some punch. Sneddon [72] has dealt with a variety of crack 
problems and Sneddon and Lowengurb in their monograph [77] 
have given a some what good survey of the work done till that 
time. As is clear from the literature, the integral transform 
technique plays a very important role in solving these 
problems. Employing this techni que, Ali [6] has solved a 
problem of an infinite solid having a pair of Griffith cracks. 
The mixed boundary value problem has been solved by reducing 
it to triple integral equations and then solving by finite 
Hilbert transfrom technique. The case of single Griffith crack 
has been obtained as a particular case. 
The progress in research in crack problems is restricted 
mainly to the case of one or two cracks since severe 
mathematical complexity is encountered when there are three or 
more cracks. In recent years, scattering of elastic waves by 
cracks of finite dimensions in a strip of elastic material has 
been investigated by several workers.In 1972 Sih and Chen [70] 
16 
solved the problem of a uniformly propagating finite crack in 
a strip of isotropic material under plane extension. Singh 
et.al. [71] have studied the problem of propagating for a 
finite length crack moving in a strip under anti-plane shear 
stress and gave th6 solution in closed form.Das and Sarkar [171 
have discussed the problems on three coplanar Griffith cracks 
moving steadily in an elastic strip. In 1996 Sarkar et.al [62] 
have discussed the problems of four coplanar Griffith cracks 
moving in an infinitely long elastic strip under anti-plane 
shear stress. In the above problem the two-dimensional 
Fourier transforms have been used to reduce the mixed boundary 
value problem to the solution of a system of five integral 
equations. These integral equations havebeen solved by finite 
Hilbert transform technique to obtain the analytical form of 
crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors. Noda 
et.al. [56] made an analysis of stress-intensity factors for 
curved cracks. The problem is formulated as a system of 
integral equations with certain singularities. The problem ofa 
circular crack and that of a two-dimensional crack in an 
initially stressed neo-Hookean solid have been discussed by 
Kurashige, M. [34], [35]. 
17 
Punch problems 
A good variety of punch problems have been discussed by 
various workers and it is a bit difficult to give a complete 
survey of the work done so far. Ali [3] has discussed the 
identation of an elastic half space by an infinite row of 
parabolic punches. The contact problem between an elliptical 
punch and an elastic half space with friction has been 
discussed by Shibuya et.al.[68]. The solutions appropriate to 
the conical punch and the oblate spheroidal punch were derived 
by Deutsch [18]. Tsai [84] has solved the spherical punch 
problem by using the Hankel transformation technique. The 
indentation problem of the anisotropic layer bounded to an 
elastic half-space by an annular rigid punch has been discussed 
by Rogowski [60]. Later on Hara et.al. [27] analysed the 
indentation problem of a transversely isotorpic layer on a 
rigid foundation by an annular rigid punch. Recently in 
1995 Haider et.al. [26] discussed the indentation of a thin 
compressible elastic layer and obtained approximate analytical 
and numerical solutions for rigid flat indentors. 
1.6 Abstract of the thesis 
The present thesis has altogether five chapters. The first 
chapter contains introductory history of the literature 
discussed in subsequent chapters. The basic equations and 
18 
mathematical formulations are provided. As the mathematical 
theory of elasticity is very rich in the sense that it has 
originated longback and gradually developed to the classical 
form. Of late it has become a very important branch of 
physical science and tremendous vork has been done in this 
field. An attempt has been made to give some idea about the 
recent developments in this direction. 
In chapter II, adopting the technique of complex variable, 
an attempt has been made to solve the first fundamental plane 
problem of an elliptic ring under two concentrated forces 
applied at the extremities of the major axis of the exterior 
bounding ellipse. The plate has been assumed to be thin, 
homogeneous, isotropic and adoping Filon's notion in the state 
of generalized plane stress. Stresses are found out and the 
variation of stress-intensity factor has been shown 
graphically. The content upto this part of Chapter II is to 
appear in Bulletin of Pure and Applied Sciences, Vol.16, 1997. 
In the later part of chapter II, the direct method developed 
by Sen [65] has been employed to solve the first fundamental 
problem of an infinite plate having an epitrochoidal hole 
under hydrostatic pressure. The plate is assumed to be thin, 
isotropic and the stress and displacement components at great 
distances from the boundary of the hole are assumed to be 
19 
zero. Cases of circular hole, holes in the form of Pascal's 
limacon and cardioid in an infinite plate have also been 
obtained as particular cases. Stresses are found out and the 
variation of stress-intensity factor has been shown 
graphically. 
In chapter III, the integral transform technique has been 
employed to solve the punch problem for an initially stressed 
neo-Hookean solid. Solution of problems of flat-ended 
cylindrical punch and conical punch have been obtained as 
special cases. The components of incremental displacement and 
incremental stress are found using Hankel's transform and have 
been studied graphically. The case of non-initially stressed 
solids considered by Sneddon [75] has been found as a special 
one. 
In chapter IV, the variational technique has been 
discussed and employed to solve a classical problem of 
rectangular clamped plate under a concentrated load by (i) 
Ritz method (ii) Galarkin's method and (iii) Kantorovich's 
method. Case of square plate has been found as particular 
case. Expressions for stresses have been found out and 
variation of normal stress has been studied graphically. 
In chapter V, an attempt has been made to study the effect 
of the impact of a paraboloidal projectile on human skin 
20 
membrane under the framework of classical theory of 
elasticity. The tip of the projectile (i.e. the bullet tip) 
has been considered to be paraboloidal and is made of lead or 
steel. The threshold velocity i.e., the velocity when the skin 
membrane is about to rupture has been calculated for human 
beings of various age groups. The threshold velocity for a 
paraboloidal projectile of certain dimensions has been found, 
for all age groups, to be less than that of a spherical 
projectile under similar condition. The variations of the 
threshold velocity for different age groups and different 
materials of the bullet have been studied graphically. The 
content of this section has already been published in Def. 
Sci. Journal Vol. (46 ) (4)(1996),233-236. 
Towards the end, a complete bibiliography of research 
publications and books which have been referred in the thesis 
is given. 
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CHA'£T:'E%^ - II 
C H A P T E R -II 
COMPLEX VARIABLE TECaiNIQUES 
As discussed earlier,the complex variable method has played 
a very significant role in the development of the classical 
theory of elasticity. The method has been given by Kolosov 
[31] and later on developed by Muskhelishvili [51], Milne-
Thomson [48], Stevenson [80], [81] and others. In the 
forthgoing chapter it has been employed to solve the first 
fundamental plane problem of an elliptic ring under two 
concentrated forces. Later on the direct method of Sen [65] 
has been employed to solve the first fundamental problem of a 
thin infinite plate having an epitrochoidal hole under uniform 
pressure. 
2.1 Confocal elliptic ring under concentrated forces : 
Basic equations 
The plate has been assumed to be thin, homogeneous 
isotropic and adopting Filon's notion, in the state of 
generalised plane stress. In this case the actual stresses 
and displacements are replaced by averages taken throughout 
the thickness of the material of the plate. The middle plane 
of the thin plate of thickness 2h is taken as xy-plane and 
+ The contents of this section has been accepted to appear in 
Bulletin of Pure i Applied Sciences V0I.I6E, 1997. 
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T = 0 throughout the plate but T = r = 0 on the surface 
zz xz yz 
z = ± h of the plate. Since the z-coordinate will not be 
involved in the discussion, henceforth there should not be 
any confusion regarding to complex variable z = x + iy. In 
absence of any body forces, rotations and dislocations, the 
equations satisfied by the components of average stresses(T , 
XX 
r , T ) and average displacements {u,v) are given by [48] 
yy xy 
as follows : 
T + r = W ( z ) + W ( z ) , (2.1.1) 
XX yy o o 
T - T +2iT = z W ' ( z ) + w ( z ) , (2.1.2) 
yy XX xy o o 
4/j(u+iv) = K fw (z)dz -z W (z)-r w (z)dz', (2.1.3) J o o J o 
where u is the modulus of rigidity, and W (z) and w (z) are 
' o o 
g i v e n by 2< '^ ( z ) = W ( z ) , 2V' ( z ) = w ( z ) where 4>{z) and V ( z ) 
o o 
are holomorphic functions of z.The elastic constant K is given 
in terms of Poisson's ratio V by the relations : 
K = (3-l>)/(l+3>) ,for generalised plane stress (2.1.4a) 
K = Z-AV, for plane deformation. (2.1.4b) 
Two-dimensional problems of plates having holes ( or those of 
discs) of curvilinear boundarie s can be tackled very 
conveniently if their boundaries are conformally transformed 
into a circle.Let the curvilinear boundary C in the z-plane be 
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mapped on t h e c i r c l e Ti jCJ = a i n t h e K - p l a n e by t h e 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
z = m ( O . C = e ^ * ^ ^ . a = e ° . ( 2 . 1 . 5 ) 
The complex s t r e s s e s W((^  ) and w((^  ) a r e g i v e n a s 
W ( z ) = W [ m(C ) ] = W(( ) , ( 2 . 1 . 6 a ) 
o o ' 
w (2 ) = w [m(C)] = w(C) . ( 2 . 1 . 6 b ) 
o o 
The stresses r^ ,-,, T , T„ and displacement u,v ( in the 
^-plane) are given by [48] as follows : 
2(r^5 - r^^ )^ =w(0 . w , n - ^ ^ W(C) - f ^ ! » ( C ) 
(2.1.7) 
(2.1.8) 
and, 
3 
4f^-^ (u+iv) = [ KW(i:)-W(03iCm' ( 0 + [m(nw' (C)+m' (C)w(i:)]iC. 
(2.1.9) 
Let £/ be a point on the circle F of radius a = e and the 
boundary value of the stress t^^ +iTj, be given by 
T wt^iT. = -p(c^ ) + is{cf) onf, (2.1.10) 
where p(o') is the pressure and s{cf) is the shear. Then from 
(2.1.7) we have 
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m' (C )W(C )+m' (C )W(r )- ^  m(( )W' (C )-i m' {( )w{C ) 
= 2( r + iT ) m' (O. (2.1.11) 
Following Milne-Thomson [48],we apply to (2.1.11) the 
general continuation theorem for the circle to give 
(2.1.12) 
with the continuation obtained by writing zero for T»-- •+ iT„ 
and (a"/^) for C in (2.1.11), 
2 2 _ 2 2 _ 
V,. ,a ,.a _,^,„, ,a ,.a _. , ^ ) ^ (^ j^ 
r 
(C in R) (2.1.13) 
m' (r)W(r)=-m' (DW (p-)+-^ m(C)W' (^ )+— m'(jr-)w ( F
where L and R denote respectively the regions inside and 
2 
outside the circle f. From (2.1.13), by writing ^ for (p—) 
2 ^ 
and (-:7-) for t^ and taking the complex conjugate, we have 
o o 9 9 
m'(Ow(C) = ~ ^(^)[W(C)+W (^ )]-m (^)W'(C), 
(C in L) (3.1.14) 
The function ^(f) in (2.1.12) must be continuous across F and 
its form can be adopted from the conditions : 
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(i) The function w(C) must be holomorphic in L, 
(ii)If L contains the point CO, the stresses at infinity-
must have given values, 
(iii) The solution must be non-dislocational. 
However, we can dispense with the function w{C) expressing 
stresses in terms of W(C) and its continuation in R. Taking 
complex conjugate of (2.1.13) and then eliminating w(C) from 
(2.1.7) and (2.1.8), we get 
2Cm' (r )[r +ir ]=2:m' (C )W{C )--m' (-)W( — ) 
1 . / I 
+ [(m'(n— m' (f )]W(() 
[m(C)-m(i-)]Cw' ( O . (2.1.15) 
2Cm'(C)[r -ir ] = Tm' (nw(C)4 «»' (Z- ) W ( ^ ) 
iff) JfK F f T 
1 . A 
+ [Cm (p+— ^ (— )iw(0 
+ [m(C)-m(— )]C W (O . (2.1.16) 
The displacement components (u,v), in a similar manner, are 
given by 
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4 M 3 ^ (u+iv) = iKCni'(nw(0 + [j m'(f- )-?: m' (C ) ] x iW(C) 
1 ./l..„/l + -m'(-)iW(-) +[»(C)-m(-)]iCW' (C). 
f e e c 
(2.1.17) 
We shall use equations (2.1.15)-(2.1.17) to obtain the 
components of stress and strain. 
Formulation of the problem : 
The confocal elliptic ring is considered to be in 
equilibrium by two standard concentrated forces F and -F. The 
forces are acting at the extremities of the major axis of the 
exterior bounding ellipse. The material of the ring has been 
considered to be homogeneous and isotropic. 
The conformal mapping which transforms the elliptic ring 
into a concentric annulus is given by 
z= mCO = c(r + ^ ), f = e"*^ '^  , c>0 (2.1.18) 
The mapping (2.1.18) maps the confocal elliptic ring bounded 
by two ellipses ? =? ^  and s =^  o ^^o^^i) onto the concentric 
circular annulus bounded by circles f and f of radii <^ and 
/? where 
^ ^2 
« = e , /? = e {(i ><X). (2.1.19) 
The regions inside and outside the elliptic ring are mapped 
onto regions inside and outside respectively of the concentric 
annulus. From equation (2.1.12) we get 
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"'•«>«<'^' - ^ i l r . 
2[-p(C-')tis(0')]Bl' (O') do- + 
j,-i Jr 
2[-p(o') + is(o')]m' jo) 
0< 
Ad + v(C ) (2.1.20) 
The form of the unknown function y(C ), determined according to 
the singularities of m'(T)W{C) in the outside region R has 
been taken as 
y/{C) = A t B /r + c /C". 
' o o o 
(2.1.21) 
Unknown constants A , B and G will be obtained by 
o o o 
considering the analytic continuation of the complex potential 
function \i{X. ) across T and T^ giving the " compatibility 
identity" of rings given as under : 
2 1 
'- .!^\ -
.r 
^ ) - — m' (^)|W(C)-jm ('^ )-m {^) W (O 
o o o o o o 
— m' ( — ) W (p-)- '— m' (p-) W ('=-) (2.1.22) 
Solution of the problem 
The transformation (2.1.18) implies 
X = 2c coshf cos?!., (2.1.23a) 
y = 2c sinh^ sinTJ. (2.1.23b) 
The curve f=^ (a constant) is an ellipse in the ^-plane with 
o 
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semi-major axis a and semi minor aucis b where 
a = 2c cosh ? , (2.1.24a) 
o 
b = 2c sinh ^ . (2.1.24b) 
o 
The boundary conditions are 
T«« = o = r^  on r, (2.1.25) 
where F is the boundary of the region under consideration in 
the ^ -plane. The points A and B (Fig.l) where the concentrated 
forces act are given by 7)=0 and T)=n. At these points stresses 
are infinite, but this difficulty has been resolved by the 
fact that plastic yielding occurs in a very small neighbourhood 
of these points.For the sake of mathematical investigation,the 
standard concentrated force is supposed to be uniformly 
distributed around these points extending to a small length £ 
on either side of the points. The points A ,A,A , B ,B and B 
in the z-plane are mapped onto the corresponding points in the 
3^-plane. Let, 
z = a and z = - a (2.1.26) 
A B 
From (2.1.18) we have 
|dz|=|m' (C)i |dz| . (2.1.27) 
On r , T=<y where 
2 
dC = dz (2.1.28) 
c(tf -1) 
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z-plane 6 = S: ^-planc 
Fig.1 : Mapping of a confocal elliptic ring on to a 
concentric annlus. 
Hence at A where cf - fl 
d<y = -^ \£& (2.1.29) 
c{,?3 - 1 ) 
Thus €f=i},&^ - a + d©", ©". = /3-dC, (2.1.30) 
A A A 
^=-Cu C'g = -/?+d^, ^o = - /^ -do'. (2.1.31) 
The first integral in (2.1.20) is identically equal to zero as 
r is free from any load. For the second integral the boundary 
r^ is unloaded except points A and B which are acted on by 
uniformly distributed forces 
-p(c) + is(i>') = F/2a^. (2.1.32) 
For the second integral we have 
' = ^1*^2 
where 
I, = '° f 
27Jie'a A AA^ 
Fc 0 
2 n i £ ' a B,EB„ 
d C , 
o 
dcy. and, 
^ ^ . '^ 
1 2 
Evaluating I and I and simplifying we get I (using the 
logarithmic series in the form log (1 ^ £S )= € $). Hence, the 
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complex potential W(C ) is given by 
m' (C )W(C ) = ^  -ri- + A + B /C +C A:^. 
n ^A ^, Z o o o 
ft - (, 
(C in L or R ) • (2.1.33) 
Using the "compatibility identity" (2.1.22 ) and equating the 
coefficients of terms of various powers of C we find 
2p [aV(«^+l) + (3ofV-2){2oi'^(/?^+l)-^^(a^+/?^)-a®(^^+3))] 
° "" a'^/?[(2o<^/?^-3)(3aV-2)+aV] 
(2.1.34a) 
B = 0 (2.1.34b) 
o 
. [5a'^-3a^(/3^+l)-ol^(f9^—3)-!?^] 
C = ^  - — - — — - — . (2.1.34) 
° na [(2of7? -3){3ci ft -2)+a ft ] 
Thus, W(C) being completely known from (2.1.33), stress 
components Z^^^.T and Ty. and displacement components (u,v) 
can be calculated from equations (2.1.14)-(2.1.16 ) . 
Stresses on the boundary : 
Without loss of generality we take f3=l i.e. ? =0 on F . As 
the boundary f is unloaded except at the points A and B, we 
must have 
r^^=0=T„ on r„ where ?=0« (2.1.35) 
s s s y\ 
As a check to the solution, X^y. and T^ have been calculated 
and found to satisfy equation (2.1.35).The other component T 
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on r is given by 
[T ]« ^ = [^ +(A -C )(l-cos27>)]/C{l-cos27i) (2.1.36) y)T( c =0 . F o o 
(ri '^O, n) 
On the boundary r„, stress component T has been calculated 
for various values of c« as given below : 
(i) /3 = l, a =1/2, 
A = 14.3239F, C =-0.2112F, B =0, 
o o o 
I T =[^ +(14.5351){l-cos277)]/(l-cos2ll) 
(2) r^ =l, of=l/3 
A =19.4964F, C =-0.8753F, B =0 
o o o 
I 7 =[- +{20.3717){l-cos2f|)]/(l-cos2r)) 
(3) l3=l, a = 1/4 
A =58.8236F, C =-1.6552F,B =0 
o o o 
| T =[- +(60.4788)(l-cos2y))]/(l-cos27y). 
For these values of a and 0 the variation of stress intensity 
c 
factor - IT ] has been studied and is given in Fig.2. 
F 7]r? 
Discussion 
We see that the stress intensity factor for various values 
of 0( becomes exceedingly large at points close to Yl=0 and T}=~ 
where the concentrated forces are acting. It is further 
observed that the stress intensity factor on the outer ring 
32 
200 
"- Series A - + - vSeries B - * - Series C 
Fig.2 Variation of Stress Intensity 
Factor 
becomes less when the inner rings becoaes large i.e. the 
annulus becomes thinner in width. 
2.2 A direct method of complex variable; 
In this section the direct method developed by Sen [65] 
has been employed to solve the first fundamental problem of an 
infinite plate having an epitrochoidal hole under hydrostatic 
pressure. The plate is assumed to be thin, isotropic and the 
stress and displacement components at great distance from the 
boundary of the hole are assumed to be zero. 
Formulation of the problem : 
The mapping function is 
z = m(f ) = R (e^+ce^), (2.2.1) 
where z=x+iy, ir=? + i?l|, R>0, OScS — and m i s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r 
m 
greater than unity. The boundary '^=0 gives an epitrochoidal 
hole in the z-plane. In absence of body forces, t h e stress 
components r_,^  , T and T„ satisfying the equations of 
equilibrium and compatibility are given as follows 165J. 
n n 
! l M = £ £ ' f - | £ ' ^ , i e - p . ,2.2.3, 
n n 
— yw-y 
"^ -G, (2.2.4) 2 ~ &[) dK di dri 
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1 ,i>x,2 ,^y,2 2 2 2 ^ 
where — = (^) ^i-^) * r = x +y , S-T +T and F and G are 
h ' 
conjugate harmonic functions. The function 6? is a plane 
harmonic function satisfying the equation 
a Q a a 
=0 (2.2.5) 
^?^ ^^ 
Equations (2.2.2)-(2.2.4) can be re-written for convenience in 
use as follows : 
^4 " d-n dj) \2^ d^ a^ \ 2 ^ * ^4 
n n n n 
2 2 
^ ^r ^ 1 <?r ^ 1 F 
h h h 
^4 " c?? a^ \2' an an ^^ 2 ' ^ ^4 
n n n n 
2 2 
^ ^r ^ 1 <?r ^ 1 F 
- « t^p^f ( - ^ ) - 3 ^ 3 ^ ( - 2 ) l - - 2 . (2.2.7) 
h h h 
^!l21=- ^r^ a 6 av^ a e 
4^ an at ^^2' f^ ^ ^^ 2 ^ ^ 
n h h 
.^  ,av^ a ,1 , <?r^  ^ ,1 , , G /„ „ „» 
n h h 
Boundary Conditions : 
Since the hole is subjected to an all round uniform 
34 
pressure P, the boundary conditions are : 
^«« = -P. ^« = 0 at ^ =0. (2.2.9) 
? <; <; 'I'! 
Thus, we see that stresses T„„, r and T^ can be expressed 
explicity in terms of functions F, C and 9. At this stage a 
suitable form of the plane harmonic function 3 alongwith 
certain constant coefficients is chosen. From the equation 
(2.2.S), we get the expression for G. The relation between 
two conjugate functions gives the expression for F, and then, 
from the first boundary condition in (2.2.9) the assumed 
constant in B can be determined using (2.2.6). Thus F, G and 
6 being completely known, stresses can be found out. 
Solution of the problem. 
Making use of the mapping function (2.2.1), we get 
X = R(e cosr^+ce cosmr)) (2.2.10a) 
y = R(e''sinyj+ce sinmrjl) (2.2.10b) 
Hence, 
and 
T^= R^e2^+2ce^^^'"^^cos(l-m)n+c^2"^l, (2.2.11b) 
^ = R^[e^^+2mce^^^'"^^cos(l-m)n+m^c^e^°^ ](2.2.11b) 
Following Sen [65], we assume 
0 = B [l-Re((e^-mce •)/(e-+mce •))], (2.2.12) 
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where B is an unknown constant and Re denotes the real part. 
Using the equations (2.2.11) and (2.2.12), the second 
condition of (2.2.9) gives 
2 4 2 
G/h = 4BR m(l-m)(l-mc )c sin(l-m)r), at c =0 • (2.2.13) 
We notice that G is the imaginary part of the function 
F +iG =4BR'*(l-mc^) (e^+ni^ce°^ )/(eS«ce"^ ). (2.2.14) 
The function G obtained from (2.2.14) satisfies (2.2.13). 
Hence, we have, 
G/h^= 4BR^m(l-m)(l-mc^)ce^^^™^-sin(l-m))7, (2.2.15) 
and 
^,^2 ,„„4,, 2,, 2t, , ,, (1+m)? ,, - 3 2 2iii? , 
F/h =4BR (1-mc )[e +m(m+l)ce cos( l-iB)T)-m c e ]. 
(2.2.16) 
The first boundary condition of (2.2.9) then gives 
B = -2P (2.2.17) 
The unknown constant B being determined, functions F,G and 6 
are known and the problem is completely solved. 
Expressions for stresses. 
From equations (2.2.6) (2.2.8), stress components are 
given as follows : 
2 2 2 2 
Tv«/P=-[n»N +HK+2LT+2L(HM-mN )/T+(l-mc )M]/T , (2.2.18) 
T /P= [HK +mN^-2LT+2L(HM-mN^)/T+(l-mc^)M]/T^, (2.2.19) 
2 2 
Tj, /P=N[K-mH + 2L(M+mH)/T+m(l-mc )1/T , (2.2.20) 
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agreement with those obtained by Ali and Ahmed [7]. 
Variation of the stress intensity factor S for c=0.25 and 
Z, c 
c=o.4 are shown in Fig.3. 
(3) When m=l/c=2, the limacon of Pascal reduces to a 
cardioid. In this case though m' (C )=o at C=-lt no 
contradiction with the general theory arises since in the case 
of the cardioid the boundary has a cusp. In fact at the cusp 
the components of stress are seen to become infinitely large. 
In practice, however,before that stage comes plastic yielding 
occurs. 
Discussion. 
From the nature of the graph of variation of stress 
intensity factor it appears that on some parts of the boundary 
the stress is tensile, while on some part it is compressive. 
It is already seen that for c=o,S =P that is the graph is a 
m,o 
straight line. But as the value of c increases, S also 
m,c 
increases and as c tends to 1/2 i.e. the epitrochoid takes the 
form of a cardioid, the value of S increases rapidly 
m, c 
o 
having an infinite value at the cusp given by T|_=180 . 
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Fig. 3. Variation of Stress-intensity factor 
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C H A P T E R -III 
INTEGRAL TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE 
In this chapter the technique of integral transforms to 
solve fundamental problems of elasticity has been discussed. 
It has been found that this method is of great help in solving 
the problems of punches and cracks in an elastic medium. Much 
work has been done in this direction for which one may refer 
to Sneddon [75], but they are mainly concerned with bodies 
without having any initial stress. The foregoing section deals 
with indentation of a semi-infinite medium which possess some 
initial stress. 
3.1. Small deformation of an initially stressed body 
Various elastic bodies are found to possess initial stress 
which exists in the body by process of preparation or by the 
action of body forces e.g. a sheet of metal rolled up into a 
cylinder and edges welded together. If such a body is further 
subjected to deforming forces then apart from the initial 
finite deformation, it will have incremental deformation 
also. Kurashige [34],[35] discussed a two-dimensional crack 
problem for initially stressed neo-Hookean solid and later on 
discussed a circular crack problem for the same. Opening of 
a crack of prescribed shape in an initially stressed body has 
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been discussed by Ali [4]. 
In this chapter the problem of indentation of a 
semi-infinite medium under the action of an axisymmetric rigid 
punch has been discussed. The medium has been supposed to be 
initially stressed and the punch pressing it normally. The 
problem has been considered within the framework of 
incremental deformation theory for neo-Hookean solid using 
Hankel transformation. 
Basic equations 
We have adopted the fundamental equations of incremental 
deformation theory constructed by Biot [13]- [15] and 
Kurashige [35]. In rectangular cartesian coordinates x. and 
time t, the equations of motion for incremental deformation 
theory of elasticity and the expression of incremental 
boundary forces per unit area are respectively : 
2 
<3s. . <5w., <5w.. <^S., d u. 
ij ik jk ik 1 /^ . ^ » 
J J J J <Jt 
and 
af. = (s. . + S, .w., + S. .e - S., e ., )n. , (3.1.2) 
1 ij kj ik ij ik jk J 
where 
X. = Cartesian coordinates, 
1 
S. . = Initial stress, corresponding to initial finite 
deformation referred to x., 
1 
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u =: incremental displaceaent ( inf Inltesiaal), 
1 
e. . = incremental strain, 
ij 
w = incremental rotation, 
ij 
e = incremental volume expansion, 
s. . = incremental stress referred to axis which are, 
incrementally displaced with the medium. 
At". = incremental boundary force per unit initial area, 
n = component of unit normal to boundary surface, 
p - density in a finite deformation. 
In equations (3.1.1.) and (3.1.2) the usual convention for 
summation over repeated indices is applied. The second, third 
and fourth terms of left-hand side in equations (3.1.1) mean 
the effect of initial stress. The incremental 
strain-displacement relations can be written in the same forms 
an In classical elasticity, because the incremental 
displacement is infinitesimal and are given as : 
(3.1.3) 1 X ®ij "" 2 ^ 3 ^ 
«l 
1 ^"i 
1 
^ u . 
J 
«?x. 
1 
)> 
) . (3.1.4) 
The stress-strain relations for initial stresses are given by 
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\ l - ^2 =^o '^^1 '^l^* (3.1.5a) 
^22 - ^33 =^o ^^2 - '3 ^' (3.1.t,b) 
^33 - ^ 1 =^o <^3 -^1^* (3.1.5c) 
where X. is extension ratios and fJ is shear modulus in an 
1 O 
unstrained state.The total differentiation of equations 
(3.1.5) and consideration of incremental shear deformation 
give the following incremental stress-strain relations 113J: 
^ 1 - ^ 2 = ''^o '^**1 ^ 1 -^2 ^ 2 ^' '''^'^^^ 
^22 - ^33 = ^^o ^^2 ^ 2 -^3 ^ 3 ^' ^^'^'^^^ 
^ 3 - ^ 1 = ^^o "^^ 3 ^ 3 - ^ 1 ^ 1 ^' (3.1.be) 
and 
^ 2 = ^o ^^1 ^ ^2 ^ ^ 2 ' (3.1.7a) 
"23 = ^ o ^^2 ' ^3 ' ^ 3 ' (3.1.7b) 
s = fJ (X + \ ) e . (3.1.YC) 
31 O a. 1 ol 
3.2. Axisymmetric incremental deformation 
Let (r,9,z) be the cylindrical polar coordinates of a 
point in the initially deformed body, and they are connected 
with rectangular coordinates x, by 
I 2 2 
= X, + x,^  , (3.2.1a) 
A| 1 Z 
(3.2.1b) 
(3.2.1c) 
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e 
z 
= 
= 
t a n 
^^3-
-1 ( 
x 
2 
X 
1 
) . 
It is assumed that the only non-zero components of initial 
stress are S » S^^ and S which are uniform throughout the 
rr c?6 zz 
body, and the body is in the state of symmetrical incremental 
strain with respect to the z-axis. The equations of motion 
(3.1.1) expressed in cylindrical polar coordinates reduce to 
2 
^S 3 -S^,., ^S ^W d U 
rr rr C7C7 rz ,„ „ v rz r ,„ „ „ . 
— + + (S - s ) -X— = p -, (3.2.2a) 
or T az rr zz <?z ^ 2 
tft 
zz 1 a , ^ , . I d , . z /-» „ V 
- T — + - ^ (rs )-(S -S ) - 1- (rw )=p — — , (3.2.2b) 
t/z r or zr rr zz r <Jr rz ^ 2 dt 
where the last terms in the left-hand sides represent the 
effect of initial stress and, if the initial stress is small, 
are negligible in comparison with other terms. The incremental 
displacements u and u in terms of potential function <^(r,z) 
r z 
are given by : 
0% 
u = - ^ r—rr , (3.2.3a) 
r droz 
u = i£_ ( r ^  ) . (3.2.3b) 
z r or oz 
where ^ is a scalar function of r and z. Further it is easily 
checked that the condition for incompressibility 
e = e + e^^ + e = 0 (3.2.4) 
rr aa zz 
is satisfied. The non-zero components of incremental strain, 
rotation and stress can be expressed in terms of the function 
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4> a s f o l l o w s : 
a^<p 1 d^4> 1 d d^s 
e = - ^ , e = — ^ , e = _ — ( r ^ - ^ ) , ( 3 . 2 . 5 a ) 
r r <» 2_ 0 9 r _ _ z z r ^r arwz OT az arOz 
z r 2 J r r J r Or ^2 r z 2 </r r wr a r _ 2 
a z uz 
( 3 . 2 . & b ) 
s - s = - IJ X" r ^ ( - ^ '^  ) , ( 3 . 2 . 6 a ) 
r r '^o r 5 r r drdz ' 
2 d 1 d% 
where 
, 2 d 1 5^^-
^ 9 S - ^ = >^o^r ^ ^ ^r ^ 7 ^ ^ ' ( 3 . 2 . 6 b ) 
^2 '^ I a d'^<fi 
s - s = // (A +2A ) - -T- ( r ^ ^ ) , ( 3 . 2 . 6 c ) 
z z o r z r <?r OTOZ 
1 2 2 £ ? Id dS d S 
s =-)J (X +X ) — [ - ^ ( r ^ ) $ 1 , ( 3 . 2 . 6 d ) 
z r 2 o r z </r r a r <?r „ 2 dz 
Substitution from expressions (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) into 
equations (3.2.2) gives the following equations : 
^ -3- f^ *^  t'^  ^ '^  ^ + tS -S )}- ^  (r -5-)+ (^  (X +X ) 
OT 2 «7Z O r Z rr Z Z r «7r tfr o r z 
- ( S - S )> — ^ 3 + {M X'^t S - S ) } - — ( r — I ) = -^^-^-r^ , 
r r z z ^ 2 o z r r z z r <7r ^r^z « ^ 2 
<?z tfztft 
( 3 . 2 . 8 a ) 
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1- + - - ^ (r ^ )[(M (^  +^ ) + (S -S ))- ;^ (r -s- ) 
<7z 2 r OT OT o r z rr zz r ar t/r 
o r z rr zz 4 2 o z rr zz r UT araz 
dz 
1 <? d^d> 
= I^^T; ^"^ 9 >' (3.2.8b) 
and further substitution from the first of equations (3.2.8) 
into the second and use of stress-strain relations 
S -S^^ = hi (X^ -kh = 0, (3.2.9a) 
rr oc? o r o 
S -S = ^ (X^ -X^), (3.2.9b) 
TV zz o r z 
which are reduced from equations (3.1.5), gives a simple 
partial differential equation of (p and an expression for 
stress s as follows ; 
[- V- (ry-)+—-](K - ^ ( r ^ ) + ^ -^ ^  } =0, (3.2.10) 
r <3r ar ^ 2 r Or or ^ 2 /J ^ 2 
az az o at 
^ 2 d^4/ d^s 
s = \J\^ — I -P ^ , (3.2.11) 
dz dzdt 
where 
^ = ^ r^'^z- (3.2.12) 
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3.3. Punch problea for initially stressed neo-Hookean Solid. 
Formulation of problem. 
The semi-infinite medium ziio is supposed to be initially-
deformed and the components S , in addition to S^^ is also 
zz aQ 
zero so that 
S = /J (X^ -X^) = -P . (3.3.1) 
rr o r z 
The Hankel transformation and its inversion transform of order 
zero are defined respectively by relations : 
(3.3.2a) 
4> 
= f 4>T3 (r^ )dr 
J O 
o 
= r 4>t3 (rr)d? 
J O 
(3.3.2b) 
from which the following formulae for differentiated function 
are obtained; 
- I- (r ^ ) = - r ^ ? ^ j ( r n d ^ , (3.3.3a) 
r ar or J o 
£. . r" T .2 
^1 0 = -J 0 r j^(rOde. (3.3.3b) 
Using t h e s e formulae, t h e incrementa l d i sp lacements u , u , 
r z 
the incremental rotation w and the components of incremental 
rz 
stress s ,s , s are expressed in Hankel inversion as 
zz zr 
follows; 
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u =r ^^jAr^d^, (3.3.4a) 
r J „ <?z 1 
u =-[ 0 Jf^ j (rt )d?, {3.3.4b) 
2 J O 
O 
w = - ^ r (c'^ ^ -?^ ^  )J.(rOd^, (3.3.5) 
2 ,„ „2, r „3 <5(^  
s = s-U \^ (2+K'') r f ^  j (r^)df, (3.3.6a) 
zz o z J az o 
s 4/^ >^ ^ (l + k^)f (e'^'ii +e^ ^  )j,(rnd?, (3.3.6b) 
• zr ii ' o z J ^ z 1 
o az 
s = /U X f f ^ j (re)d?. (3.3.6c) 
o z J ^ 3 o 
o ^z 
Writing the first of equations (3.2.8) in the form 
d . 2 . 2^ rr 96 zr s 2,, , 2, rz, 
^-(r s )=r [ 5 ,ij X (1-k )—z—}, 
<7r rr r az o z az 
(3.3.7) 
substituting from expressions (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) into the 
above equation and integrating it with respect to r lead to 
the following expression for s : 
rr 
. 2 , r'^' ,, 2^ 3 <3^ -, d ri/^ , . „ , ^ ^ 
s ^ =p X [ (k ^  1- + - ^)J (rOdf 
rr o z J az ^ 3 o 
o dz 
^2 2 j",2 ^ j trndF.]. (3.3.8) 
r J <?z 1 
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Now equation ( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) reduces, by app l i ca t ion of Hankel 
transform,to the ordinary d i f f e r e n t i a l equation : 
Z 2-
{ -^ ) l — I -K ? <^  j = 0, 
dz dz 
( 3 . 3 . 9 ) 
Boundary Conditions; 
The rigid punch is supposed to be a solid of revolution 
which has the equation z=f(r), referred to the tip of the 
punch as origin and it has a radius of contact 'a' with the 
medium, if the pressure P(r) is assumed to be applied in the 
plane z=0, and the contact to be free from friction the 
boundary conditions are : 
u Ir.U) = Plr), I 
s = 0, 
rz 
<-<,v, o:irS 
(3.3.1Ua) 
(3.3.10b) 
u = D-f(r) , 
z 
s = 0, 
zz 
0<r<a 
r > a 
(3.3.11a) 
(3.3.11b) 
where D is a parameter whose physical significance is that it 
is the dept to which the tip of the punch penetrates the 
elastic half-space and f(0)=0. 
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Solution of the Problem. 
The solution of the differential equation (3.3.9) for 
half-space ziO is given by 
^ = A(^)e~^^ t B(?)e"^'', (3.3.12) 
where A(c ) and B(? ) are integral constants. Applying the 
boundary conditions (3.3.10) to (3.3.12), we have 
1+K^ P(n /^ o io X 
A(< ) = ^ r-, (3.3.13a) 
1-K" ? 
B(0 = 2 " 2 • (3.3.13b) 
The boundary conditions (3.3.11) to (3.3.12) give the 
following dual integral equations : 
J ( P ( O J Q ( r O d ^ = D - f ( r ) , 0<r<a ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) 
o 
* 2 -
J e r ( O J o ( r n d ^ = 0 , r>a . ( 3 . 3 . 1 5 ) 
o 
Tak ing c r(^; )-*(a^f ) we have from ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 1 5 ) 
r W(C)J ( x f ) d r =D - f f x ) , x<l ( 3 . 3 . 1 6 ) J o 1 1 
o 
r rV'(C)J ( 4 ) d C = 0 , x>l ( 3 . 3 . 1 7 ) 
J o 
i n which D =aD, x = r / a , f ( x ) = a f ( a x ) and a^=C• 
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Following Sneddon L75J, equation (3.3.17) is satisfied by 
taking 
¥^(0 = ! I J g(t)coslCt)dt, 13.3.1») 
and equ&tion (3.3.16) is equivalent to the Abel's integral 
equation : 
— X git; 
- f dt = D -f (x;, (3.3.19) 
n J ,—-—- 1 1 
o 4 2 2 
X -t 
where the unknown function g(t) is given by 
t f;(x) 
g ( t 
and 
)= - (D -t f dxj, (3.3.20) 
J rr I J _ 
o 4^2_^2 
1 t'^ (x) 
0 = f -3 dx (3.3.21) 
° ^-x'-^ 
a f (r) 
or D = a I :;;:;:;;::3: dr. (3.3.22) 
0 ^ 2 2 
a -r 
Kroa equation ( 3 . 3.18 ), ^ ( O ^^^ hence V(^^) is known. Thus 
r(^) being known, the coaponents of stress and strain can be 
found out and the problem is completely solved. 
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Special cases 
1. Flat-ended cylindrical Punch. 
Considering the case in which the semi-infinite elastic 
medium is deformed by the normal indentation of the boundary 
by a flat ended cylinder of radius "a". Since in this case the 
profile of the punch is not smooth at r=a, we must regard D as 
one of the data of problem. In this case we take f (x)=0. From 
equation (3.3.20), the expression for g(t) reduces to : 
= j ^ g{t) = (-) aD. (3.3.23) 
From equation (3.3.18) we get 
,„, 2aD Sin T 
Thus we have 
r(()=^5iIL< ,3.3.24) 
Hence 
r 2D r/. ^2, -?z „ -Kfz Sinaf ,„ ^ „^, 4^ = ^ [(1+K )e -2e ^ ] . (3.3.25) 
?T(i-K ) r 
Thus the non-vanishing components of incremental displacement 
and incremental stress are found in terms of the Hankel 
inviersion as follows : 
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u = 
"^  nil-K") 
-2D r^ r,, ,2, -cz „ -K^z 1 Sina^ . / « v j« /« « «„ v 
— J (l+K )e -2e —~- j (i<)d^, (3.3.26a) 
u = - ^ f [(l.K^e-^^-2Ke-^^ 1 ^ ^ J, ( m d ? , (3.3.26b) 
'JU 
2D 
s 
zz /^  „2 • o z 
n(l-K ) 
Uj^l J [(1+K^)^e "^''-4Ke ^ ^'Isina^j^d^Mde, 
(3.3.27a) 
00, 
= - - ^" /. X ^ f [(l+K^V^'^-4KV^^lsina^j (r? )de s 
rr _ (1-K-) 
2 * 2K r T/-. „2, -cz „„ -Kfzlsinac . , « »^ « , 
^ J (l+K ) e -2Ke ^ —^-^ Jj(rc)d?). 
(3.3.27b) 
2D , 2 /•'•' „2-2, -c z -Kcz. . ^ . , ^  . ^ ^ 
s = —/J k (l+K ) (e -e )Sxna^ j fr? )d<'. 
zr , ^  „2. '^ o z J 1 
rT(l-K ) o 
(3.3.27c) 
(11) Conical punch.. 
Here the boundary of the semi-infinite elastic medium is 
deformed by a conical punch, whose axis is normal to the 
indented plane. It is assumed that the axis of the cone 
coincides with the z-axis and that the vertex points downwards 
into the interior of the medium. In this case 
f(r) = r tan a, 
where the semi-vertical angle /5(=fT/2-Oi) of the conical punch is 
supposed to be large, so that the conical punch is not very 
much pointed. Therefore from (3.3.22) we have 
D = - n( (3.3.28) 
where £ = a. t&nCk ; £ being very small 
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From equation (3.3.20), we obtain the expression for g(t) as 
follows : 
g(t) = 
Equation (3.3.18) gives 
- aD (1-t). 
7i 
(3.3.29) 
n ^ c 
Thus we get 
- 2 D 1-cosaf 
^^ ' n& ^ „3 ' (3.3.30) 
Hence 0 = 
2D 
rTa(l-K ) 
(ltK^e-f='-2e-"^^ ;"| (1-cosac 
J P^ 
(3.3.31) 
Therefore the non-vanishing components of incremental 
displacement and incremental stress are found in terms of 
Hankel inversion as follows. 
' V 
-2D j " r 1(1-Co 
J y ( l + K 2 ) e - ^ ^ - 2 e - ^ M ^ i ^ ^ ^ J ( r H d ^ . ( 3 . 3 . 3 2 a ) ^ o 
-2D 
' j j 
u 
^ fT ( l -K^) o 
2 , - ? z „ „ - K ? z 
J (1+K ) e - 2 K e I d - C o s a t ) . 
. 2 • ' l ( r ? )d^ , ( 3 . 3 . 3 2 b ) 
z z _ , - „ 2 • o z 
?Ta( l -K ) o 
r 2D , 2 r " i , , , 2 . 2 -c z ^^ 
Ai A I I (1+K ) e -4Ke 
- K g z ] ( l - C o s a ^ 
J ^ J ( r O d c % o 
( 3 . 3 . 3 3 a ) 
3 = -
r r 
- 2D . 2 - r r , , 2 , 2 - ? z ^^3 - K ^ z j d - C o s a c ) . , , _ , y X { (1+K ) e -4K e ^ j ( r f )dr /.. . , 2 . o z J c o JTa ( l -K ) oL 
all (1-Co 
J <^  
2 Our 
n 1-o •- -' t; 
^ J J ( re ) d; ) , 
( 3 . 3 . 3 3 b ) 
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00 
.Ta(l-K ) o ^ 
(3.3.33c) 
Limiting case. 
The case of non-initial deformation, stresses and 
displacements will be obtained by making R-^ 1. The results so 
obtained agree with those already obtained by Sneddon 175J. 
Numerical results 
For a fiat-ended punch, variations of s , s and u with 
zz rr z 
v a r i o u s parameters are shown i n f i g u r e s (4) t o ( 7 ) . A t t e n t i o n 
has been paid t o i n v e s t i g a t e the i n f l u e n c e s of t h e i n i t i a l 
s t r e s s P. 
b4 
z=0.1a 
o a. 
N 
N 
Fig. 4. The variation of the normal component of incremental 
stress Sjjz with r 
Fig. 5. The variation of the radial component of incremental 
stress s„_, with z. 
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Fig. 6 The var ia t ion of the radial components of incremental 
s t r e s s Sj-r with r . 
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Fig 7. The Variation of the Component of Incremental 
Displacement u with r z 
C^Si^T'E^ - IV 
C H A P T E R -IV 
VARIATIONAL APPROACH 
Variational approach is more versatile and more advanced 
as compared to other methods like direct approach etc. This 
approach relies on the calculus of variations and involves 
extremiaing a 'functional*. In solid mechanics the functional 
terms ought to be the potential energy, the complementary 
potential energy or some derivative of these viz. Reissner's 
variational principle. The method of variational approach also 
forms an integral part of finite element method. 
Generally the solid mechanics problems have two different 
but equivalent formulations a differential formulation or a 
variational formulation. In the differential formulation, the 
problem is to integrate a differential equation or a system of 
differential equations subjected to given boundary conditions. 
In the classical variational formulation, the problem is to 
find the unknown function or functions that extremize or make 
stationary a functional or a system of functionals subjected 
to the same given boundary conditions. But basically the two 
problem formulations are equivalent because the functions that 
satisfy the differential equations and their boundary 
conditions also extremize or make stationary the functional. 
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One general method for obtaining approximate solution to 
problems expressed in variational form is the Ritz method. It 
consists of assuming the form of the unknown solution in terms 
of known trial functions with unknown adjustable parameters. 
From the set of trial functions, the function that renders the 
functional stationary is selected. The trial functions are 
substituted into the functional and thereby the functional is 
expressed in terms of the adjustable parameters. The 
functional is then differentiated with respect to each 
parameter and resulting equation is set equal to zero. Solving 
the set of simultaneous equations, the unknown parameters are 
determined and the approximate solution is found out. Weighted 
residuals methods (WRM) are also widely used to solve the 
problems of elasticity. In using the V,'RM, the field solution 
is assumed in such a way that it satisfies the boundary 
condition exactly but the differential equations 
approximately. Among these the Galerkin method, Least square 
method, Collocation method and Kantorovich's method are 
frequently used. 
In the foregoing section a classical problem of 
rectangular clamped plate under a concentrated load has been 
solved by (i) Ritz method (ii) Galerkin's method and (iii) 
Kantorovich's method. 
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4.1. Basic equations. 
The strain energy U of the plate for linear elastic 
behaviour is found by evaluating the following integral 
h/2 
^ = 2 n J ^/ii**^^^*^^' (4.1.1) 
R -h/2 '' -^ 
where the convention of summation over repeated index is 
adopted. Using (1.2.6), we get form (4.1.1) 
U = 5 - — ^ f f [e +2i>e e +e +2(l-y)e^ }dzdxdy, 
2(l-y^ ^ R -h/2 '^ ^ ^^^^ yy '^ y 
(4.1.2) 
where R denotes the region of the plate and h is the thickness 
of the plate. The potential energy for the external loads is 
given as follows : 
^ ='} S q{x,y)w(x,y)dx dy, (4.1.3) 
R 
wherein the loads q are assumed to act on the midplane 
surface of the plate and w(x,y) is the vertical displacement 
function of the midsurface. The components of strain expressed 
in terms of displacement field (u ,v ,w) of the midsurfaces 
s s 
are given by: 
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du . 2 
e = -5— - z — - , ( 4 . 1 . 4 a ) XX ax. ^ 2 
a x 
dv 2 
S V W 
e = -^— - z — - , ( 4 . 1 . 4 b ) 
^ du » v ^2 
e = - (^— + -T— ) - z .. ^ , ( 4 . 1 . 4 c ) 
x y 2 <?y </x c/xt/y 
where 
% = " l < ^ l ' ^ 2 ' ' ' 3 ^ ' 
% = " 2 < ^ 1 ' ^ 2 ' ' ' 3 ) ' 
refer to stretching action of the midsurface. The stress 
components in terms of w(x,y) can be written as follows [20]i 
2 
Ez ,<3 w 
o 
U W , 
\-V dx dy 
^2 .2 
1-y <?y ^x 
^2 
T =-T-:r: (T^- )• (4.1.5c) 
xy l+V' oxaj 
From equations (4.1.2)-(4.1.4),the expression for the total 
potential energy is given as follows [20] 
W= I n ((7^)^2(l-W)[(|^)^-(^)(^)]]dxdy-|J qwdxdy. 
R ^ ^ dx dy R 
(4.1.6) 
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where D = 
Eh 
12(l-y ) 
is a constant called the bending rigidity 
4.2. Clamped rectangular plate. 
A rectangular plate with a,b as its length and breadth 
respectively has been considered under the action of a 
standard concentrated load at its centre. The boundary 
conditions are given by 
aw 
w = -^ — = o at x=o,a , (4.2.1a) 
<?w 
W = ;^;— = O at y =o ,b. (4.2.1b) 
For a clamped plate under the above boundary conditions the 
Gaussian curvature is zero and thus equation (4.1.6) reduces 
to 
o o o 7r= - jJ{(V w) —-w)dxdy, (4.2.2) 
R 
since the plate is under the action of a concentrated load at 
its centre (a/2,b/2) we have from (4.2.2) 
7T = 
a b „ „ 
D r r -^2 .2 
2 J J (^  w) dxdy- - w(x,y) 
o o 
x=-.y= 
b . 
2 
(4.2.3) 
I. Solution by Ritz method. 
We take the approximate solution as 
w= ex y (a-x) (b-y) , (4.2.4) 
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which satisfies the boundary conditions. Using equation 
(4.2.4) in equation (4.2.3) and extremizing with respect to 
the parameter c we get 
P S 
"" ^  1024D (A^B^+C^D^ + 2E^F^)' (4.2.5) 
where 
A^  = (-? b -18b a+16b a -6b a +ba ), (4.2.6a) 
1 5 
,1 9 1 8^ 6 7^2 2 6^ 3 1 5^4 • ,. o ^^x B^ = (- a --a b+- a b --a b +-a b ), (4.2.6b) 
36 5 4 3 2 2 3 4, 
C^  = (--a -18a b+16a b -6a b +ab ), (4.2.6c) 1 5 
,1^9 1,8 6,^ 7 2 2^6 3 1^ 5 4, ,^  „ ^^, 
1 ^ 9^ ~2 ^^l ^ "3 *^  +5^ * )' (4.2.6d) 
6 7 6 19 5 2 4 3 1 3 4 
E = (-b -3b a + — b a -2b a +-b a ), (4.2.6e) 
6 7 6 19 5 2 4 3 1 3 4, 
F^  = (-a -3a b+—p a b -2a b +- a b ), (4.2.6f) 
1 7 0 J 
G = a'^ b'^ . (4.2.6g) 
The parameter c being found out the displacement function 
w(x,y) is known. The components of stress in terms of 
displacement function w(x,y) can be found out from equation 
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(4.1.6). The deflection w at the centre (a/2, b/2) of the 
rectangular plate is given by 
w(a/2,b/2) = ca'^ b'^ /256, (4.2.7) 
where c is given by (4.2.5). 
Stress components : 
The stress components are given as under : 
cEz , 2 2 4 2 2 3 
[(12x +2a -12xa)(y +y b -2y b) 
x-u^ 
2 2 4 2 2 3 
+l^(12y +2b -12yb){x +x a -2x a)], (4.2.8a) 
^^ 1-V 
cEz , 2 2 4 2 2 3 , [(12y +2b -12yb){x +x a -2x a) 
+t'(12x" + 2a"-12xa)(y'^+y^b"-2y^b)], (4.2.8b) 
^^^ [(4x^+2xa"-6x"a)(4y^+2yb"-6y^b)]. (4.2.8c) 
xy 1+y 
Square plate 
The case of a square plate can easily be obtained by 
putting b=a. The displacement function w(x,y) is given by 
2 2 2 2 
Wj=C2X y (a-x) (a-y)", (4.2.9) 
where c is obtained from the expression for c after putting 
b=a in equation (4.2.5). Hence, 
c,,= - ^ , (4.2.10) 
Da 
The maximum deflection occuring at the centre (a/2,a/2) of the 
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square plate is given by 
„ 2 
w^(-,- ) = 0.0046732 — . (4.2.11) 
Corresponding stress components for a square plate can be 
obtained from (4.2.8) by putting b=a. The variation of T 
XX 
against x/a for various values of V has been shown in Fig. (8). 
II Solution by Galerkin Method. 
The Galerkin method has a broader range of application 
than the Ritz method has. It can be shown that for the theory 
of elasticity, the Ritz coefficients are identical to the 
coefficients found for the Galerkin method for the same system 
of coordinate functions. Thus the two methods are equivalent 
to each other in the area of solid mechanics. However there is 
some advantage in using the Galerkin method over the Ritz 
method since the equations for the unknown coefficients in the 
assumed approximate solution are reached more directly than in 
the Ritz method which deals with the functional. 
Let the linear equation 
Lu = f, (4.2.12) 
has homogeneous boundary conditions and let f be a forcing 
function. Considering a virtual displacement consistent with 
the constraints we see from (4.2.12) 
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y = 0.5a 
0.2 
± ± 
O.A 0.6 
X/Q 
0.8 1.0 
Fig. 8. The variation of the normal stress T with x 
jj^ (Lu;6udv=JJ[ f6udv. (4.2.13) 
V V 
We take the approximate solution as 
n 
u = E a.^. , (4.2.14) 
i = l ^ ^  
where functions (p, ,called the coordinate functions,satisfy all 
the boundary conditions. The function u will not satisfy 
(4.2.13) exactly, however to find the coefficient a.,we can 
i 
choose f o r the n v i r t u a l d i sp lacements a l s o t h e n c o o r d i n a t e 
func t ion <^ . t o g e t 
1 
Jjj (Lu-f)<*.dv = o. (4.2.15) 
V 
Applying (4.2.1&) to the plate equation 
D • 
we get 
V'^ w = ^ , (4.12.16) 
* *» 4_ 
f J (7 w- 5)^ <^iA =0. (4.2.17) 
o o 
The boundary conditions are 
w = ^  = 0 at x=o, a, (4.2.18a) 
t/x 
^w 
w = —- = 0 at y=o, b • (4.2.i8b) 
«?y 
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Defining the non-dimensional variables T) and ^ as 
C = x/a, (4.2.lUa) 
7) = y/b, (4.2.iyb) 
the boundary conditions (4.Z.18) can be written as 
w = 7j7- = o o n C = o , l (4.2.20a) 
<?r 
w = r ^ = o onyi=o,l. (4.2.20b) 
or) 
Corresponding to the boundary conditions (4.2.^0), the 
following functions are set : 
g^  = r (l-O • (4.2.2la) 
2 = X (1-C ) . (4.2.21b) 
h^ = ]? {1-11) , (4.2.21c) 
h^ = 1|'*(l-n) . (4.2.2ld) 
The trial function w is taken as 
where 
w = \ (p +\ 4> *\ i' ^'K S , (4.2.22) 
4>^=S^h^=i:V[l-X )^{l-ri) , (4.2.23a) 
<^^=g^h^=C'^T)'*(l-( )^(l-?7)^, (4.2.23b) 
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4>^=S^h^=(^\^ {1-i; ) ^ (l-Tf)^, (4.2.23c) 
^4"^2*'2" <%^(l-()^(l-n)^- {4.2.23d) 
The constants X*s are evaluated using Galerkin method, given 
by 
J J WEdCdn = o, (4.2.24) 
R 
where W = W. (^  ,7^  ,A. ) is the weighted function and E(C,y),X.) i: 
residue. Following Galerkin method and noting that 
9 1 . ? 9 
„2 d^ d <?" d^ V = + = —z „ + 
x^ dj a <?( b ' ' ^ 
we g e t from ( 4 . 2 . 1 7 ) t h e f o l l o w i n g f o u r e q u a t i o n s ( a f t e r 
4 
m u l t i p l y i n g t h r o u g h by b ) : 
.£• .^^ .^2 
I Jf(-2 ^2 V2^ ^l^l^l^Vl^2^NS^*\S^>' 
0 o a Oi. a'fi 
4 
x ( g ^ h ^ ) d ^ d l t = ^ ^ , ( 4 . 2 . 2 5 a ) 
a D 
1 1 ^2 ,2 ^ 2 ^ 
I I^ -^2 -h V2^^^^1^1 l^'^ l^*^2^S^2N*V2*^2>^ 
o o a u«. (»•/ 
4 
x(g jh2)dCd7^ = 5Y2 \ ^ • ( 4 . 2 . 2 5 b ) 
a D 
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1 1 2 2 2 
o o a <?(. </7'; 
4 
x{g2h^)drdO=gY^ ^  , {4.2.25c) 
a D 
1 1 2 2 2 
J 2 j ^ ^ iA -k 2 
o o a ui, dTi 
1°1 1 2°1 2 3°2 1 4°2 2 
4 
x(g2h2)dc,dr/=YQ24-2-
a D 
(4.2.25d) 
2 2 
For a given ratio b /a the preceeding equations can be solved 
for coefficient X. in terms of D, b and P. In case of a square 
2 2 plate b=a or b /a =1, thus the above equations (4.2.25) reduce 
to 
0.0032653 0.0016327 0.0016327 0.0008163 
0.0016327 0.0011324 0.0008163 0.0005662 
0.0016327 0.0008163 0.0011324 0.0005662 
0.0008163 0.0005662 0.0005662 0.0003775 
X 
\ ^ 
S 
S 
^i^ 
Pa 
D 
0.0036906 
0.0019531 
0.0019531 
0.0009766 
(4.2.26) 
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Computing from (4.2.26) we get the coefficients X.'s as 
[S] 
^2 
S 
o 
Pa" 
D 
1.199328 
- 0 . 0 0 5 6 7 2 
- 0 . 0 0 5 6 7 2 
0 .010752 
The approximate solution to the problem is then given by 
,x,2,y,2 yv2. 
w = ((1.199328)[(-) (f-) (1- -) (1- i) ] 
a b a b 
-(0.005672) [{-)^(J)^1--)^(1-^)^] 
a b a b 
(0.005672)[(-)^(J)^(1--)^(1-J)^] 
a b a b 
•5f3v^ x 2 v 2 Pa 
+ (0.010752)[(-) (J) (1 — ) (1-|) ])x-—.(4.2.27) 
a b a D V 
The deflection at the centre (a/2,b/2) of the plate is given 
as follows : 
w = 0.0046732 Pa /D I A 9 O O \ 
III Solution by Kantorovich method: 
The two methods discussed earlier have a disadvantage that 
the obtained results have a strong dependence on the 
coordinate functions chosen. The method of Kantorovich 
decreases this dependence of the results on the choice of the 
coordinate function thereby making the process more effective. 
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However, this gain will not be reached without additional 
computational efforts. 
Let us define the coordinate function ^^{y) as 
f^j(y) = y^(b-y)^, (4.2.29) 
The trial function w is taken as 
w^=X(x)y^(b-y)^, (4.2.30) 
where ^(x) is an unknown function of x.Thus initially we take 
J [J (v w^-^)(^^(y)dy)dx = 0. (4.2.31) 
o o 
The equation (4.2.31) will be satisfied if the bracketed 
expression will be equal to zero i.e. 
b 
J (^  v,'j-|)<^ (^y)dy=o. (4.2.32) 
o 
Substituting equations (4.2.29) and (4.2.30) into equation 
(4.2.32) we have 
^ 2 4 4 
2,d X 2,. ,2d X , 1., ,2. Pb f [24X + 2(12y"-12yb+2b'')^+y''(b-y)^^ ]x y (b-y)''dy= 
. 1 " ' 4 16aD 
o dx dx 
(4.2.33) 
Integrating equation (4.2.33) we get 
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dx dx 
bx 
Taking e as the trial solution, the characteristic equation 
of the differential equation (4.2.34) is given as follows : 
b'*p'*-24b^ p^  + 504 = 0 , (4.2.35) 
whose roots are given by 
^1,2.3,4 = ^'*^^*^'- '^•^•^«' 
where 
a = 4.150297, 
p = 2.28581 . 
The complementary function is given by 
(X. ) =A., CO shoe — cos/3 — +A„cosh« — sin/J r 
^ c l b ' b 2 b " b 
X X X X fA-s inha - sxTift - + A.sinho! - cos/3 - • ( 4 . 2 . 3 7 ) 3 b b 4 b b 
The particular integral is 
(>) = T^o -T^ ' (4.2.38) 
p 12.8 abD 
Taking A(x) to be an even function of x, we can set A-=A.=o,so 
2 4 
t h a t t h e g e n e r a l s o l u t i o n f o r X(x ) i s g i v e n by 
\ ( x ) = A cosh(X - cosTi - +A^sinhof - sin/? - ^TIT-^ —T" ( 4 . 2 . 3 9 ) 1 b b 3 b b l i 2 . 8 abD 
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Using t h e c o n d i t i o n X ( a ) = X ' ( a ) = 0 t o s a t i s f y t h e b o u n d a r y 
c o n d i t i o n f o r w on e d g e s x = 0 , a we g e t t h e r e m a i n i n g 
c o n s t a n t s A and A . T h e r e f o r e , we have 
A^ cosher - cos/3 r + A- sinhcC - sin/3 - + "117;=°' ( 4 . 2 . 4 0 ) 
1 b ' b 3 b ^ b l 2 . 8 abD 
'-^ . , & . a /3 . / ^^  . ^*v A (— smhcx — cos/J — —r- coshci — sinMr) l b b b b b b 
+ A^(^ coshOf - sin/J - +- sinhf* - cos/? - )=0. ( 4 . 2 . 4 1 ) 
3 b b b b b b 
Solving (4.2.40)and (4.2.41) , we get 
""l 1 P 
A, = — ^T^rS -T:T^)' (4.2.42a) 
1 r 12.8 abD 
o 
r 
K = -r (T|-^ ^ )' (4.2.42b) 
3 r li.a abD 
o 
where 
r = p sinhoau. cosha^J + a. sinjO/^, co3/'?/j, 
r = -{a coshoJu sin/ljj+p sinha"^ cos/3/u) , 
r = 0( sinhC</U cosftju -j3 cosh<:<f< sin|5/4, 
and p = a / b . 
Thus t h e s o l u t i o n i s g i v e n by 
r r 
i r i X x 2 X X 2 2 
w = ; - - -r-=:{— coshO( - cos/9 - +— s i n h a - sinj'J - + l ) y ( b - y ) . 1 2 . 8 abD r b b r b ' b 
o o 
( 4 . 2 . 4 3 ) 
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As before the case of a square plate can be obtained by-
setting b=a. The maximum deflection at the centre of the 
square plate by setting (x=a/2, y=a/2) in (4.2.43) is given as 
w = 0.0042372 — — • (4.2.44) 
max D 
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Ci^J^^T^^ - V 
C H A P T E R - V 
APPLICATION TO A BIQ-ENCINEERING PROBLEM 
5.1. Introduction. 
In this chapter, a bio-engineering problem has been 
considered as an application of the theory of elasticity for 
crack problems. The effect of impact of a projectile striking 
human skin membrane leading to its rupture has been 
considered. It has been observed that the human skin membrane 
is fairly elastic and the impact of a projectile of certain 
shape, striking the skin with certain speed has been studied 
under the framework of theory of elasticity. Recently the 
classic breakdown of human skin under the impact of a 
spherical projectile has been theorize d by Jauhari and 
Bandyopadhyay [29] by having recourse to the theory of 
elasticity. As a first approximation, the skin has been 
treated as a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic membrane having 
elastic properties similar to those possessed by a ductile 
material. On the basis of maximum shear theory, the elastic 
breakdown was investigated and an expression for the threshold 
velocity required for the elastic breakdown of the skin 
membrane was derived. As in the yielding of an elastic body, 
the elastic breakdown of the skin membrane is in fact the 
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first stage in the process leading to its ultimate rupture. 
Once yielding starts, the inelastic strain increases, 
eventually leading to the rupture. 
When a material is stretched by a tensile force, the 
proportionality between the tensile force and the 
corresponding elongation holds only upto a certain limiting 
value of the tensile stress, called the "proportional limit" 
which depends upon the properties of the material of the 
elastic body. The relationship between the tensile stress and 
the elongation becomes complicated when this limit is 
exceeded. To investigate the behaviour of the material beyond 
the limit of proportionality, the mechanical properties of the 
material are required to be known beyond the proportional 
limit. These properties are usually defined by tension and 
compression test diagrams. Tension test diagrams for skin of 
human Cadavers of different age groups are available in [61]. 
These diagrams can, therefore, be of assistance in analyzing 
the problem of rupture of human skin membrane under the impact 
of a projectile. 
5.2. Rupture of skin membrane by a spherical projectile. 
The rupture of human skin membrane under the impact of a 
spherical projectile has already been studied by Jauhari and 
Mahanta [30]. Employing the theory established by Jauhari 
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and Bandyopadhyay [29], they have found the threshold velocity 
in various cases of skin thickness and age groups. As a 
projectile strikes a human body its impact causes the skin 
membrane to stretch and kinetic energy of the projectile gets 
stored in skin as the potential energy of deformation. If the 
projectile has enough kinetic energy it may cause the skin 
membrane to stretch to such an extent that it is ruptured. It 
has been assumed that 
(i) the projectile does not deform on impact 
(ii) its kinetic energy is spent only in stretching the 
skin. 
It is easy to see that under these assumptions,the velocity of 
the projectile will continuously diminish as the skin stretches 
and at the point of rupture, it will reduce to zero. The 
entire kinetic energy of the projectile is assumed to be 
stored as the potential energy of deformation of the skin. The 
variations of the threshold velocity for various age groups 
and for various size of spherical projectile, of steel or 
lead,was studied.It was assumed that the skin, while resisting 
the impact of a moving projectile,behaved in the same manner as 
while resisting a static load. The validity of this assumption 
may appear questionable as in this case, the load is applied 
very suddenly. It is however experimentally observed that the 
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threshold velocity for the penetration of human skin is of 
the order 125-170 ft/sec [12]. 
5.3. Rupture of human skin membrane under the impact of a 
paraboloidal projectile; 
In this section, an atempt has been made to study the 
effect of the impact of a paraboloidal projectile on human 
skin membrane. 
The tip of the projectile i.e. the bullet tip has been 
considered to be of the shape of a paraboloid obtained by 
revolving the parabola. 
y^ = 4Ax, (5.3.1) 
about X-axis. Let 'a' be the height of the paraboloidal part 
and b the radius of cross-section of the cylindrical part of 
the bullet. From equation (5.3.1) putting y=b, x=a we have 
4A = b'/a. (5.3.2) 
Equation (5.3.1) becomes 
y^=—''. (5.3.3) 
a 
Employing the theory established by Jauhari and Bandyopadhyay 
[29] and later by Jauhari and Mahanta [30], it has been 
+ The content of this section is published in Def.Sci.J. 
46(4)(1996),233-236. 
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assumed that the skin membrane would just rupture when kinetic 
energy of the bullet projectile per unit volume of the 
strained skin membrane equals the strain energy per unit 
volume obtained in a simple tension test of the skin membrane. 
The strain energy per unit.volume is represented by the area 
under the stress-strain curve of the skin membrane upto the 
rupture point [61]. If m is the mass of the bullet, V the 
th 
threshold velocity just to rupture the skin membrane, A the 
o 
volume of the skin strained as a result of the impact of 
projectile and A is the area under the stress-strain curve of 
the skin membrane in a simple tension test, then the condition 
of rupture is represented by the following equation. 
1 2 
- "• ^ th 
HL. = A. (5.3.4) 
A 
o 
Equation (5.3.4) gives the general condition under which the 
skin membrane will rupture under the impact of a projectile, 
irrespective of its shape and size.From (5.3.4)^ 
V 
th 
2A A 
— - — . (5.3.5) 
ra 
Equation (5.3.5) can be used to calculate the threshold 
velocity for penetration, provided A,m and A are known. 
o 
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Expression for A . 
o 
The tip of the bullet has been taken as the origin and its 
axis as x-axis and the frame of reference has been considered 
to be moving with the bullet. The punch of the bullet is 
considered to be upto a distance x in the membrane.[See Fig.9] 
The cylindrical part of the bullet is assumed to be of 
length '1'. A length '2y' of the unstrained skin will be 
stressed to a length 'L' given by 
4x+A + ^x 
L/2 = ^ 'x .Jx+A + A log ^^ " ' ^ " . (5.3.6) 
The percentage elongation of the strained skin is given by 
L-L 
£ = — — ^ X 100, (5.3.7) 
LI 
O 
where 
L = 2y = 2 -JAX . 
o 
Equation (5.3.7) gives the percentage elongation so long as 
the bullet has pressed the skin upto a distance only less than 
or equal to 'a'. For further depression, the percentage 
elongation e will be independent of y which takes the constant 
^ • 
Acx: N o . •> 
77 Wx: ^  >, 
0N= a 
A N = b 
AB = 1 
OL =X 
Fig.3 : Impact of a bullet on skin membrane 
value b. When xira, we have 
^ X ^x+A +A log 2^  Ax 
£/100 = ,(x<a). 
^^^'"^ (5.3.8) 
When x=a, we have 
2 1 2 2 
.«« . L 2 ^2 b , ^4a +b +2a ^, 
100 I 4a +b + -— log -! b]. _ ^ ^^ 
£ = - ^ Ig ^ ^^ ^ (5.3.9) 
In particular, when b=a, we have 
£• = 48% (approximately) 
The expression for A is obtained by multiplying the area of 
o 
presentation of the bullet with the thickness of the skin. 
Thus, 
2 b^ 
A =ay t = ?r- x.t , (5.3.10) 
o o a o 
where t is the thickness of the skin. Therefore, the maximum 
o 
value of A is obtained when x=a and is given by 
o 
max(A ) = TTb^ t . (5.3.11) 
o o 
Expression for A. 
The symbol 'A* represents the area under the stress-strain 
curve of skin in a simple test. According to Seely [63] this, 
in the case of ductile material, is approximately represented 
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as follows 
* = 2 '^-^u'^u • (5.3.12) 
where s and s are respectively the yield point and the 
y « 
ultimate strength of the material, and £ is the strain at the 
u 
rupture point.Stress-strain curves for various age groups are 
available in [61] and the area under these curves has been 
directly calculated and is given in table-1. 
Table l.A, percentage elongation at rupture and threshold 
velocity (r=l/16" and t =5mm)for different age groups. 
o 
Age group 
(ft-poundal/ 
cu.inch) 
Elongation at 
rupture(%) 
Threshold 
velocity 
(ft/s) 
From two month 
prematurely born 
infants to three 
years 
old children 
632.15 47 102 
15-30 years 
30-50 years 
50-80 years 
822.55 
837.79 
891.10 
55 
33 
31 
113 
113 
115 
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Expression for m. 
The mass of the bullet consists of two parts, viz. the 
paraboloidal part and the cylindrical part.Thus, 
1 2 
m = - fib (a+21)p, (5.3.13) 
where P is the density of the material of the bullet. Here,the 
bullet is considered to be of steel or lead for which 
p(steel)=7.8 gm/cc, p{lead)= 11 gm/cc. 
Expression for V 
th 
Finally, expression for the threshold velocity V is 
th 
obtained by substituting the values of Zi ,m and A in equation 
G 
/ c o K A •; Q 
V ^ = i\-^-^°;^ . (5.3.14) 
th ia(a+21)p 
Equation (5.3.14) can be used to find the threshold velocity 
when the other parameters are known. It is further assumed 
that l=2a, thereby equation (5.3.14) reduces to 
V 
th II - - - . (4.3.15) 
-^  5 a a p 
The threshold velocities for various values of x/a,t /a and A 
o 
are calculated for different age groups for bullet of steel or 
lead. 
DISCUSSION 
The variations of the threshold velocity for the bullets 
of lead and steel for different values of t /a in the age 
o 
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group 30-50 years have been shown in Fig.(10). Under identical 
conditions, a steel bullet has a greater threshold velocity 
than a lead bullet of same dimensions. Further,V increases 
th 
with increase in the value of t /a. 
o 
Figure [11] shows the variations of the threshold 
velocity of a steel bullet for different age groups 
(t /a =2.0). It is clear from the curves that more the age is, 
o 
greater is the threshold velocity. This change is more 
appreciable between the age groups of under three years and 
15-30 years than between the age groups of 15-30 years and 
50-80 years. 
In Fig. [12], comparison between the threshold velocities 
of a spherical projectile and a paraboloidal bullet, both of 
steel, has been shown for the age group 30-50 years. If the 
two projectiles are of same mass, then from Equation (5.3.5) it 
is seen that for the two should be equal, other conditions 
remaining the same. The curves have been drawn with r=b=a and 
l=2a. The threshold velocity for the bullet has been found to 
be considerably less than that of spherical projectile. In 
fact, the radius of curvature of the bullet tip is a/2 as 
compared to 'a'of the spherical projectile, i.e. the bullet has 
a more sharp tip. 
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120 r Lead 
Steel 
to =5a 
•Ig.fo- Threshold velocity V h^( ft./sec. ) for the age group 
30 -50 years for different values of skin thickness. 
80 r-
60 
- 40 
> 
20 4-
0.0 0.2 O-A 0.6 
VQ 
0.8 1.0 1.2 
Fig.H-Threshold velocity Vth( ft./sec. ) of steel bullet 
for different age groups with t© = 2a 
-^—X—X- From 2 months prematurely born 
infants to children of 3 years 
- •—•—•- For the age group 15 -30 years 
For the age group 50-80 years 
120 
80 -
(A 
^ AO -
0.0 
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Fig.il- Threshold velocities for spherical 
and paraboloidal projectiles of same 
mass for different values of skin thick 
ness. 
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